Training Program
Development Solution
Training Materials License

Overview

The Training Program Development solution, TPD, is a comprehensive professional development package that provides organizations with the resources needed to build a self-sustaining training program at their institution.

The TPD solution provides ongoing, unlimited access to training materials designed to enhance learner outcomes and promote effective usage of Blackboard Products, allowing an organization’s master training team to focus on training and support instead of the development and maintenance of materials.

The solution is designed to provide current and accurate training and support material that an organization’s master instructional team can use to train their learning constituents. Therefore, the package is updated on a regular basis to match the features and enhancements in the Blackboard products.

Through a series of implementation meetings, the Blackboard TPD Support Team will work with the organization's master training team to ensure that their TPD implementation plan is designed to meet their program’s unique learning, administrative, and user needs.

A TPD user’s master instructional team is enrolled in the Blackboard TPD Community of Practice. This CoP is designed to support an organization through their TPD implementation by housing training and support materials and engaging them in conversation with other TPD users.

TPD materials are accessed via the Blackboard TPD Community of Practice and facilitated from an organization’s Learn and/or Collaborate instance by their master instructional team, allowing an organization the freedom to rebrand and modify the materials to meet their needs.

Package Highlights

- Online Courses
- Workshop Materials
- Supplemental Resources
- Synchronous TPD Implementation Support
- Ongoing Package Support from the Blackboard TPD Support Team
- Access to the Blackboard TPD Community of Practice
- Continuous Release Maintenance Cycle
- Available in English
• Available as a Subscription Service

The TPD materials include, but are not limited to, training and support on:
• Blackboard Learn with the Original Experience
• Blackboard Learn with the Ultra Experience
• Blackboard Learn Student Orientation Courses in Ultra or Original Experience
• Blackboard App (formerly known as the Bb Student App)
• Blackboard Collaborate with the Original Experience
• Blackboard Collaborate with the Ultra Experience
• Blackboard Collaborate Mobile App

Annual Subscription

Once you have purchased the TPD solution, the materials are yours to use as many times as necessary during your subscription. There is no use limit associated with this solution. Once your order is processed, you will typically receive an email within three business days with access information and an invitation to schedule your first implementation session.

Here at Blackboard, we understand the importance of helping organizations support their users continuously. Institutions that subscribe to the TPD solution will be eligible to access the latest release of the materials through the payment of an annual subscription fee. Versions of the TPD solution include materials that have been updated for product functionality, as well as training approaches and learner interactivity. Organizations that license the materials will receive an annual renewal invoice for the subscription fee beginning the second year of their contract.

TPD materials can be reproduced and used for multiple training events for your organization; however, they may not be posted on a public web site or used to train external participants.

Cost

Training Program Development Solution: $8,000 Annual Subscription